Abstract. Time shifts beyond the correlation time of the logic and reference signals create new elements that are orthogonal to the original components. This fact can be utilized to increase the number of dimensions of the logic space while keeping the number of reference noises fixed. Using just a single noise and time shifts can realize exponentially large hyperspaces with large numbers of dimensions. Other, independent applications of time shifts include holographic noise-based logic systems and changing commutative operations into non-commuting ones. For the sake of simplicity, these ideas are illustrated by deterministic time shifts, even though random timing and random time shifts would yield the most robust systems.
Introduction
Noise-based logic (NBL) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] has been introduced to explore the possibility to use stochastic processes (noises) and their products/superpositions as carriers of the logic information, similarly to the stochastic neural spike sequences in the brain [3, 4] . For the identification of the logic signals, a reference noise systems of N "noise-bits", consisting of 2N orthogonal noises have been used (two noises represented the two bit values) [1] . Depending on how the incoming noise signals are analyzed in the NBL gates, the systems explored were either correlator-based [1] or instantaneous [5, 6] NBLs, where the stochastic spike sequence based brain logic belongs to the latter class. Correlator-based solutions are slow but robust against external and internal noises while instantaneous versions are fast but less resilient. Product strings of noise-bits [1, 7] and their superpositions represent a hyperspace with 2 N dimensions corresponding to the expressivity of 2 N parallel classical bits in a single wire [7] , similarly to qubits. That offers an exponential increase of equivalent classical bit size in representing multivalued logic spaces and a similar speed increase in certain special-purpose operation at only a polynomial increase of the requirements for hardware and time complexity. The superposition of the first 2 N integer numbers [7] and all the single-bit quantum gates can efficiently be emulated [8] by instantaneous NBL with an exponential O(2 N ) speedup [8] [9] [10] compared to classical binary computers. However the implementation of two-bit operations, particularly the CNOT gate, on these superpositions are yet awaiting solution before Shor algorithm can efficiently implemented [8] .
In this short note, we introduce the application of longer-then-the-correlation-time (LTC) time shift of the noise-bit signals to generate new noise bits. In an NBL system with N noise-bits, with the application of M steps of LTC time shifts, the number of classical bits represented by a single wire is 2 NM .
Time offers new dimensions in NBL
Suppose, we have a single noise source with instantaneous amplitude U(t) and correlation time τ 0 . The LTC time shifted noise is defined as:
where τ ≥ τ 0 so that the crosscorrelation between the original and time-shifted noises satisfies
To have a binary NBL with a single noise-bit, for the 0 and 1 logic values represented by the orthogonal noises V 0 (t) and V 1 (t) , where V 0 (t)V 1 (t) = 0 , one can choose:
thus the two orthogonal noises necessary for a non-squeezed binary NBL system can be realized by a single noise generator and a single deterministic time shifter.
Similarly, the 2N orthogonal noise needed for an N noise-bit system can be realized from a single noise source and 2N-1 deterministic time shifts:
Similarly, if originally we had the 2N orthogonal noise needed for an N noise-bit system and wanted to expand the system, by executing a single deterministic time shift on all the 2N noises will double the effective noise bits of the system resulting in the representation of 2 2 N classical bits in a single wire.
In general, in an NBL system with N noise-bits, with the application of M = 2kN steps of LTC time shifts, where k is an integer number, the number of classical bits represented by a single wire is 2 N +M /2 . Accordingly, the number of dimensions of the logic hyperspace increases by a factor of 2 M /2 .
Some applications
One of the applications is the one described above: increasing the effective number of noise-bits by time shift operations.
Another application is to create a "holographic" superposition where applying various time shifts on the superposition (or that of on the reference system) yields new interpretations of the logic information. For example, at a certain time shift, a certain product string may be present in the superposition and at a different time shift it may show up as another bit string.
Yet another application is to make originally commutative gate operations to be noncommutative by executing single time shifts during the operation (and proper time shift alternatives of the reference system).
Example
Using a binary random telegraph wave (RTW) [5, 6, 11 ] with deterministic time steps results in a square with fixed periods T and +1 or -1 amplitudes (each with probability of 0.5) over the different periods. The correlation time of this process is T and the autocorrelation function has an abrupt cutoff at T. Thus a single deterministic time shift with of T results in a new RTW, which has zero crosscorrelation with the original one. To generate N noise bits from a single RTW, a shift register with 2N-1 elements is needed.
Deterministic versus random time shift
What is the price we pay for deterministic time shifts? Losing some of the resilience of the noise bits and their values. Originally the noises representing each noise-bit values were "fingerprints". The noise bits and their values could be transformed into each other by a simple transformation. This claim does not hold for the time shifted noise-bits and their values: a simple deterministic transformation, and inverse time shift restores the original bit value.
This is a point where random time shifts are more advantageous. They can conserve part or the whole original resilience. Continuum noise based bit values can have a fixed random time shift. The original noise can still be restored by the same inverse time shift however the restoration of each noise-bit value will need inverse transformations by the actual time shift, thus a single time shift value is not enough. In a random-period RTW and the random spike sequence system (brain logic), randomly chosen time shifts can be used for each RTW period or spike resulting in such a new process, which cannot reversed by a simple operation. However a random time shift at each RTW or spike events is itself a random noise generator thus, from a hardware point of view nothing has been gained.
Conclusion
While short (shorter-than-correlation-time) deterministic time shifts [10] have already been proposed for a better identification of noise bits, the LTC time shifts described in this Letter have different purpose: expanding the logic hyperspace. In practical applications fixed random time shifts for each logic value would combine the advantages of both time-shifting methods.
